In this Public Notice, the Wireline Competition Bureau (Bureau) announces the immediate opening of the Robocall Mitigation Database, provides detailed filing instructions, and establishes a June 30, 2021 deadline for voice service providers to submit required information in the Database. Based on this deadline, intermediate providers and terminating voice service providers will be prohibited from accepting traffic from voice service providers not listed in the Robocall Mitigation Database beginning September 28, 2021.

In March 2020, acting pursuant to the Pallone-Thune Telephone Robocall Abuse Criminal Enforcement and Deterrence (TRACED) Act, the Commission adopted rules requiring voice service providers to implement STIR/SHAKEN caller ID authentication technology in the Internet Protocol (IP) portions of their networks. Thereafter, in accordance with the TRACED Act, the Commission granted extensions for compliance with this deadline to certain classes of providers, and required those voice service providers with an extension to implement robocall mitigation programs to combat the origination of illegal robocalls on their networks.

The TRACED Act directs the Commission to require all voice service providers with an extension to “implement an appropriate robocall mitigation program to prevent unlawful robocalls from originating on the network of the provider.” The Commission required voice service providers subject to an extension to certify what methods they are using to combat the origination of illegal robocalls and
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announced that it would establish a database for these certifications. The Commission stated that a robocall mitigation program is sufficient if the detailed practices that the voice service provider submits can “reasonably be expected to significantly reduce the origination of illegal robocalls” and the voice service provider complies with the practices it describes in its filings. The Commission also found that it would consider a mitigation program to be insufficient if a provider “knowingly or through negligence serves as the originator for unlawful robocall campaigns.” The Commission required that all voice service providers participate in traceback as part of their robocall mitigation programs.

The Commission also required “all voice service providers—not only those granted an extension—to file certifications with the Commission regarding their efforts to stem the origination of illegal robocalls on their networks.” Specifically, the Commission: (1) required all voice service providers to certify that their traffic is either fully, partially, or not yet signed with STIR/SHAKEN; (2) required voice service providers that certify that some or all of the calls they originate are subject to a robocall mitigation program to submit additional information with their certifications, including the type of extension or extensions received under section 64.6304 of the Commission’s rules, specific reasonable steps taken under a program to avoid originating illegal robocalls, and a commitment to respond to traceback requests and to cooperate with investigating and stopping illegal robocalls; and (3) required that all certifications must be signed by an officer in conformity with section 1.16.

The Commission also adopted provisions directing voice service providers to submit contact and identification information when filing their certifications. Such information must include: (1) the business name(s) and primary address of the voice service provider; (2) other business names in use by the voice service provider; (3) all business names previously used by the voice service provider; (4) whether the voice service provider is a foreign voice service provider; and (5) the name, title, department, business address, telephone number, and email address of one person within the company responsible for addressing robocall mitigation-related issues.

Obligations on Intermediate Providers and Terminating Voice Service Providers. Intermediate providers and terminating voice service providers will be prohibited from accepting traffic from voice
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service providers not listed in the Robocall Mitigation Database beginning September 28, 2021. In the Second STIR/SHAKEN Order, the Commission adopted a rule prohibiting “intermediate providers and terminating voice service providers from accepting voice traffic from any voice service provider that does not appear in the [Robocall Mitigation Database].”\(^7\) The Commission stated that this rule would be effective “90 days after the deadline for robocall mitigation program certifications set forth” by the Bureau in this Public Notice.\(^8\) With the filing deadline now established for June 30, 2021, this prohibition will go into effect on September 28, 2021. As of that day, intermediate providers and voice service providers will be prohibited from accepting calls directly from a voice service provider, including a foreign voice service provider that uses North American Numbering Plan resources that pertain to the United States to send voice traffic to residential or business subscribers in the United States, if that voice service provider’s filing does not appear in the Robocall Mitigation Database.\(^9\)

**Certification Filing Instructions.** Certifications, identification information, and contact information must be submitted via a portal on the Commission’s website at https://fccprod.servicenowservices.com/rmd?id=rmd\_welcome on or before June 30, 2021.\(^{20}\) Instructions for submitting a certification and this information can be found at https://www.fcc.gov/files/rmd-instructions. Voice service providers must submit any necessary updates because of changes to their certification, identification information, or contact information to the Commission within 10 business days of the change.\(^{21}\) All intermediate provider entries will be imported from the Intermediate Provider Registry to the Robocall Mitigation Database on a rolling basis.\(^{22}\)

**Database Location.** The Robocall Mitigation Database is publicly available on the Commission’s website at https://fccprod.servicenowservices.com/rmd?id=rmd\_listings.\(^{23}\) A list of voice service providers that have submitted certifications, published as a .csv file, may be downloaded at any time at https://fccprod.servicenowservices.com/rmd?id=rmd\_welcome.

**Confidential Submissions.** Filers will be able to request that any materials or information submitted to the Commission in their certifications be withheld from public inspection. To do so, a voice service provider must first submit a confidentiality request in WC Docket No. 17-97 through the Commission’s Electronic Comment Filing System (ECFS).\(^{24}\) The voice service provider will then be able to submit redacted (i.e., public) and unredacted (i.e., non-public) copies of its robocall mitigation program.
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description via the Commission’s portal. Comprehensive instructions for submitting confidential filings via the portal are available at https://www.fcc.gov/files/rmd-instructions. Finally, consistent with the Second STIR/SHAKEN Order, the Bureau plans to release another Public Notice seeking comment on the contents of the protective order it will adopt in this context.

OMB Approval. The Commission must obtain Office of Management and Budget (OMB) approval for the process by which voice service providers must certify how they are combating the origination of illegal robocall traffic on their networks, and is in the process of doing so. The Bureau will publish a notice of OMB approval in the Federal Register and the rules regarding robocall mitigation certifications will become effective upon publication of that notice.

For further information, please contact Michael Nemcik, Wireline Competition Bureau, Competition Policy Division, at (202) 418-2343 or by email at Michael.Nemcik@fcc.gov.
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